Abstract. Self-organization has become an intensely researched area, being considered the new control system science. Different self-organizing algorithms (bio and non-bio inspired) have been developed by scientist worldwide with general applicability in autonomous systems, multi-robot systems, autonomic networking, sensor and actor networks and mobile ad hoc networks. This paper presents a comparative analysis of basic architectures for multi-robot systems from the point of view of self-organization capabilities. We identify requirements for implementing efficiently self-organization mechanisms with high applicability in multi-robot systems.
Introduction
Nature has always inspired scientists to develop techniques, algorithms and mechanisms and to apply them in artificial systems. This is also the case of selforganization; inspired from biology, physics and chemistry and used in computer science and robotics. This paper presents a critical analysis of basic architectures for robotic systems from the point of view of self-organization capabilities. We also propose a simple architecture that enables efficient implementation of self-organizing mechanisms.
Since it was introduced in 1947 by W. Ross Ashby [1] , self-organization has caught the interest of the research community in various fields (ex. autonomous systems, autonomic networking, sensor and actor networks, mobile ad hoc networks), including robotics. The generally accepted definition for self-organization is: the mechanism enabling a system to change its internal organization according to environmental changes without explicit external command.
There are two approaches in self-organization: stigmergy and social. The concept of stigmergy was introduced by Grassé [2] to explain the social behavior of termites. It was demonstrated that coordination in ants and termites colonies is achieved through indirect communication by the means of a chemical substance, pheromone, deposited in the environment. The important characteristics of pheromones that have to be kept in mind when implementing stigmergy are: they evaporate in time (evaporation), the concentration increases when new pheromones are released at a marked location (aggregation) and they propagate through environment (propagation).
The bio-inspired stigmergy mechanisms aim to achieve self-organization trough simple rules and interactions between robots/agents, using indirect communication by the means of artificial "pheromones". Stigmergy has been used in applications for hierarchical task networks [3] , manufacturing control [4] , coordination of unmanned vehicles [5] a.s.o.
In contrast with stigmergy, the social approach uses direct communication,. These techniques are inspired from natural social behaviors encountered in human societies, business organizations and even economic systems. The most popular social selforganization mechanisms are market-based (in which entities act to increase their profit) [8] and delegation based mechanisms (in which delegation is based on trust or reputation level, authority and voting ) [9] .
Contributions to Technological Innovation
The adaptive and robust self-organizing systems are an increasing trend nowadays, especially in software application, although the developers have to face great challenges: non-linearity, unpredictability, instability and sensitivity. When designing a self-organizing robotic system the challenges are even more difficult due to hardware limitations and time restrictions. Our work is a contribution to the design of such systems and concerns with one of the first steps of developing a robotic system: choosing the basic architecture. We are contributing with an analysis of existing architectures and we also propose a new architecture that ensures the implementation of different types of self-organizing mechanisms. We hope this paper will encourage further research in self-organizing robotic systems, enabling the development of the future robot societies.
Comparative Analysis of Basic Architectures
In this chapter we will discuss several robot architectures from the point of view of self-organization capabilities. Even though there are essential differences between stigmergy and the social approach, both have the same following proprieties:
• Absence of external control
• Robustness. There are two different types of implementation for stigmergy: software and hardware. The software implementation has no special requirements (small processing power, shared memory for environment simulation), but the hardware implementation is restricted by the physical proprieties of pheromones. Still some solutions have been proposed by Johansson and Saffiotti [6] , [7] .
The social techniques are agent-oriented, thus the basic requirement is an agentoriented architecture. Therefore we will concentrate on studying architectures based on multi-agent systems (MAS). For efficient implementation we also consider the following requirements: fast, long distance communication capabilities and considerably more processing power and memory than necessary for implementing stigmergy.
While the social approach is mostly used in more complex heterogeneous systems that require hierarchy, social learning, and knowledge propagation through gossiping [10] , the stigmergy approach has some important advantages:
• Simplicity (robots/agents don't need a complex deliberative mechanism to implement the simple rules of stigmergy) • Asynchrony (robots/agents act asynchronous according to the information found in the environment) • Anonymity(robots/agents are not aware of each other)
• Public knowledge (all knowledge is public and can be found in the environment) • Low -cost We are considering the following criteria for analyzing existing MAS architectures for robotic systems: coordination -centralized/decentralized, resource requirements and communication capabilities.
There have been designed architectures for self-organizing multi-robot systems, but they implement a simple, specific self-organization mechanism using none or very little direct communication. From this category we mention ALLIANCE [11] , Cebot [12] , SWARM-bots [13] and ABBA [14] . These architectures cannot be used for developing more complex applications that require a social self-organization mechanism demanding high-level, message-oriented communication.
The first category of architectures that we present is the layered architectures category, depicted in Figure 1 .These architectures have two [15] , three [16] or even eight layers [17] , that can communicate only with the neighboring layers using an inter-layer communication protocol (ex. TCP/IP). The drawback of this architecture is that the superior layers have to use the intermediate layers to communicate with the inferior layers, causing latencies which could be significant in real-time applications.
The top layer is usually called the Cognitive Layer and is represented by one or more deliberative agents that could enable self-organization, if chosen properly. These architectures were designed for cooperative robots, but were not meant especially for self-organization mechanisms, thus even if they have a multi-agent system these agents were not chosen in a way that enables emergent behavior.
Most of the architectures have a single agent that coordinates and controls the other agents ("Global Manager" or "Coordinator" [15] , [18] ), which means centralizing the decision, contrary to the distributed coordination essential for self-organization. Table  1 summarizes the studied architectures. (Figure 2) We mention here the ARMADiCO [20] architecture which has distributed coordination among agents (based on a utility function) that could enable emergent behavior. 
An Architecture for Self-Organizing Robotic Systems
The disadvantages we identified in our analysis of the above architectures motivated us to design a simple, flexible architecture, with low resource requirements and decentralized control. Therefore we propose the two layered architecture with simple inter-layer communication (plain function call) depicted in Figure 3 . Removing the intermediate layers we eliminate message passing, we reduce inter-layer communication (by embedding the intermediate layers in the superior or inferior layers), although at the cost of increasing intra-layer communication.
The Action Layer is a simple implementation of tasks (reactive) and its design does not influence the self-organization capabilities, but it has an impact over the performance of the system. The top layer (Cognitive Layer) is a multi-agent system with three or more agents, depending on the self-organization mechanism we want to implement. This ensures the flexibility of the architecture.
The DF and AMS agents implement the analogue components defined in the FIPA standard [21] , and they are necessary to ensure self-organization in a multi-robot system. The DF agent is responsible for maintaining a list of all agents and their services in the system and offers the following services: updating and search. The AMS agent is responsible for registering and unregistering agents. Choosing the other agents depends directly on the application and on the robots capabilities. In our opinion there is no need for "body" agents corresponding to sensors, but agents that control actuators could be useful for resolving resource concurrency. An example for emergent behavior that could be implemented using this architecture is navigation with obstacle avoidance. In this case we must define the following agents: motor control agent -controls the motors and decides which agent has priority, move forward agent -moves forward the robot, avoid obstacle agentwhen sensing an obstacle stops the robot and changes the direction of the robot.
Our current implementation of this architecture is on a Lego NXT robot (we wanted to underline the advantages of this architecture by implementing it on a machine with low computational power), using leJOS NXJ (a Java programming environment). We implemented a simple agent platform that uses shared memory for local communication and Bluetooth communication for inter-robot communication (a Bluetooth Agent). In our system every robot has an agent platform and the agents have the possibility of registering on multiple platforms (when agents communicate they use the local platform's communication service). At the moment we are developing a practical application that gives the possibility to test different selforganization algorithms in different scenarios in order to have consistent results.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented our analysis of the studied architectures for self-organizing robotic systems with respect to the identified requirements for the implementation of self-organizing mechanisms. The problems we encountered are: centralized coordination, high resource requirements and inter-layer slow communication protocols. Therefore we proposed an architecture that haves none of these disadvantages. We intend to further develop this architecture and test it with different self-organization mechanisms in our further work.
